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ABSTRACT
"Why am I me?" This is an eternal question most human beings might have
asked at least once - Or twice, or even more.

In the history of the humanity, we have found a variety of solutions to
this question through philosophers, religions, psychologists and scientists;
however, again they often take us to the infinite depths of wonder by
their contradictory perspectives.

So far, the research for this project has been done on five areas:
Ancient Greek philosophy, modern Western philosophy, Indian philosophy
& Buddhism, Confucianism and Japanese Meiji revolution.

The former four themes converge at the last one - a historical event
occurred to westernise the Japanese identity. In fact, the famous
"Bushido" is a made-up philosophy for pretending Japan is one of
highly-civilised countries so that the Western would not colonise it. It was
an odd event that only in 10 years the Japanese completely overwrote
their stance on identity which had taken 1,300 years to be built up with
Buddhism and Confucianism.

Those studies above turned into a game idea - Do
Slugs

Dream

Of

Snails?

-

which

focuses

on

the

communication between the two players to get over the
puzzle-like levels together while sharing a couch.
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GOALS
The aim of this project is to create a local co-op game which may help
the two players to deepen thoughts and understandings on the problem of
self-identity for further self-discovery, which do not attach to one
perspective

but

enthusiastically

explore

various

values,

while

communicating and building tactics with each other.

The game mechanics is based on cooperating between the two
different playable characters. 1P can pick up items, use them, dash, and
eat a leaf to fill up his energy gauge; while 2P can plug to an energy source,
dash, and reel the cord to pull an object.

The genre of this game will be educational action puzzle game.
Although it includes the term "educational", the game will contain the
sense of humor and playful gimmicks to be a heartwarming entertainment
rather than a politically-correct instruction in order to encourage players
to play this game without losing their interest.

The platform of this game will be PC/Mac/Nintendo Switch for two
players, specifically designed for consoles. The two players share the
game screen on the same display. The playable characters' healths will be
shown on the top of the screen. The resolution will be default 960*544
(30x17 sells by 32px each).

In this project, I would like to practise C# language on Unity to raise
my skills to professional criteria which flawlessly convert the game
concepts into an actual game so that the creativity and productivity of a
game project will not be limited by technical means.
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USER EXPERIENCE
Audience
The target of this game is teenagers and the youth who tend to be in the
moratorium period to think of self-identity. It will be a bit hard for young
children, and will be recommended for over 12 years old as it contains
violent scenes such as an enemy eat the player.

This game also targets couples and friends who look for a game to
spare their time on boring evenings or bad-weather days. Therefore the
duration of gameplay will be designed to be short for each time by
frequent check points.

Competitive Analysis
This game's demo version will be a download app on indie games markets
such as itch.io and Steam, and expected to be lined up on Nintendo eShop
after a certain number of feedbacks and debugs on the prototype.

Although the sharable controllers of Nintendo Switch is a great function
for multi-play games, it still has few fun titles for local co-op mechanics,
such as Snipperclips by SFB Games.
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CRITICAL ANALYSIS
The initial research has been done on various perspectives on the problem
of personal identity: the Ancient Greek philosophy, the Ancient Indian
philosophy & Buddhism and Chinese Confucianism. After the initial
research, the modern Western philosophy and the Japanese modernisation
era were added on the researching list. The latter one was picked up as a
meeting point of the Western identity and Asian identity, which could be a
key idea in the game narrative concept.

In the process above, the main sources are the online articles,
dictionaries and journals. Each reference is kept as a paper copy in a
folder and also saved as a pdf file in a USB stick. Also, I have created a blog
for this game project, which shows the references' URLs, abstracts and
comments along with the visual research. These articles will clarify how I
turn those researched materials into game assets and concepts so that
the whole process of this project will be contextualised and organised.

After the research phase, I have moved onto the creative phase to
produce a game idea. To come up with a game design idea, I have collected
Youtube video clips and helpful websites about my subject on my blog.
When I get inspired, I usually visualise my rough ideas and attach to my
articles as images or gifs. As my final choice is to create a local co-op game,
I have actually played some local co-op games and recorded my
experience there as well. These are not printed out, as they contain movie
files, but will help my reflective journal in Semester 2.
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PROJECT CONTENT
Components
This game project seeks to create as a local co-op action puzzle game in
the style of 2D pixel art, where the players need tactics to progress the
level with a good communication.

The Mac/PC version recommend consoles for the game control. The
Nintendo Switch version will require the players to share a pair of Joy-Con
sticks. This is for an intuitive gameplay experience.

The prototype game will be able to play on a Mac with Joy-Con sticks in
the Arcade event in the end of this project.

Functional Specifics
This game will be developed in Unity C#. The final target console is
Nintendo Switch, although the demo versions will be built for Mac/PC.
The visual assets will be created on Piskel or similar pixel-drawing
applications and share the same colour palettes in the same level.
The demo version will be available on indie games markets for free.
After the game is completed, the game will be distributed on Nintendo's
eShop.
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PROJECT STRUCTURE
Method
The development of this project will be processed with the Kanban method
on a trello board. (https://trello.com/b/ZoostHf4)

To begin with, I will list up tasks in the backlog, and decide the number
limit of Work In Progress in each section: To Do, On-Going/Done, and Test.

Test-play will be firstly done on each class/function to find major
errors and next each level to look for minor bugs.

Schedule

Week 1: Launch the game project

Week 2: Assets making / Coding Plan

Week 3-4 : Assets completion / Class Coding

Week 5-7 : Class Coding Completion / UI

Week 8-10: UI Completion / Game Completion / Testplay

Week 11-12: Debugs / Finalise and publish
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DESIGN APPENDIX
Visual Concepts
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